Abstract-A broad-band ultrasonic sensor based on induced optical phase shifts in single-mode fibers is demonstrated over a frequency regime of 0550 MHz. In addition, a recently developed theory used to predict the magnitudes of acoustically induced strains in optical fibers is verified.
I. INTRODUCTION ECENTLY, theoretical analysis which predicts the acoustically induced phase shifts and birefringence response for single-mode fibers excited with an ultrasonic wave (>0. 1 MHz) has been published by Flax et al. [ 11. The applicability of the model for predicting the birefringence response has recently been demonstrated by the measurements of De Paula et al. [2] , [3]. However, from the birefringent case, the values of the optical phase shifts cannot be uniquely determined, since the induced birefringence A0 is the difference between the orthogonal phase shifts associated with each principal axis, i.e., AD = AD11 -Abl, where Apll,, are the induced phase shift for the parallel and perpendicular polarizations of the HE,, mode, respectively. Here we independently measure in the ultrasonic frequency regime each orthogonal phase shift A011,l associated with each principal axis and demonstrate experimentally a very broad frequency response for fiber-optic interferometric sensors.
BACKGROUND
Considerable effort has been expended toward developing a comprehensive understanding of the pressure-induced phase shifts in single-mode fibers: from the axially unconstrained regime [4] , characterized by I << A, where 1 is the length of the fiber and A is the acoustic wavelength; through the axially constrained regime [ 5 ] , where d << A, but 1 > A where d is the fiber diameter; to the anisotropic regime [l] , where d > R . The optical phase shift due to acoustically induced strains can be written, for all of these cases, from the concept of index ellipsoid for the polarized eigenmodes as 161
where e l , e2 , and e3 represent the principal strains of the orthogonal axis, ko is the free-space optical wavenumber, no is U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. the refractive index of the core, I is the acoustooptic interaction length, and P l 1 and P12 are the elastooptic coefficients.
An applied acoustic pressure at low frequencies, (A >>l) induces an axial strain, e3 = e,, corresponding to a change in the optical-fiber length and a uniform radial strain e, = el = e 2 . For this axially unconstrained case, the optical phase shift A& = A/$ = Ap1 due to the induced strains can be written from (la) or (1 b) as
As the frequency increases, a transition region between nearsonic and ultrasonic occurs, where the behavior changes from axially unconstrained to axially constrained [4] . Beyond this transition region, the fiber behaves axially constrained (e3 = 0) and in this frequency region, the ultrasonic pressure applied to the fiber is still axysymmetric and uniform, i.e., e, = e , = e2. Thus A@, = A@,, = A& yielding a single phase shift from either (la) or (lb)
e,/2. 
(4)
where 9 is the scalar potential and $ is. the vector potential.
If we assume that the plane wave is infinite in extent and that the cylinder is infinitely long, there will be no dependence on the coordinate z. The solutions of the scalar and vector potentials are (5b)
The density, compressional, and shear wavenumbers in the solid material are p,, k L , and k,, respectively. The acoustic wavenumber in the surrounding fluid (assumed to have a density p,) is k and oo is the frequency of the ultrasonic wave.
In order to evaluate the unknown coefficients A , and B n , it is necessary to apply three boundary conditions that hold at the surface of the fiber, i.e., r = a. The displacement and normal stress must be continuous and the tangential stress must be zero at the glass medium boundary. The displacements and strains are then obtained in cylindrical coordinate by the "displacement-potential" and "strain-displacementy7 relations, respectively, as shown in the analysis of Flax et ai. [l] .
Diagonalization of the strain matrix yields the induced principal strains as follows 111. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Measurements of ultrasonically induced phase shifts were made on ITT single-mode fibers with 80-pm 0.d. and 4.0-pm core for comparison with the calculated phase shifts referred to above. The schematics of the homodyne fiber-optic interferometer used to measure the induced phase shift in each of the orthogonal polarizations is shown in Fig. 2 . It is basically a Mach-Zehnder interferometer assembled in the following manner: an optical beam from a single-frequency He-Ne laser with a fixed plane of polarization enters a beam splitter, the splitter forming the reference and sensing beam. The sensing beam passes through a linear polarization rotator emerging at any desired polarizing angle. The light enters a quarter-wave plate and the sensing beam is then focused through a 20X microscope objective into the sensing fiber. A section of the sensing fiber is submerged into a water tank and a small length interacts with the ultrasonic wave. Another microscope objective at the exit end of the fiber collimates the light output. The output optical beam passes through a quarterwave plate of Soleil-Babinet compensator and then through a Glan-Thompson prism. The reference beam is focused through a 20X microscope objective into the reference fiber. The reference fiber is wrapped on a PZT cylinder. The PZT is modulated electronically to yield maximum sensitivity to the interferometer, by introducing a static phase shift of 7~/ 2 between the reference and sensing beam (phase-quadrature condition) [8] . Another 20X microscope objective at exit end of this fiber collimates the light output. The reference beam passes through a quarter-wave plate and a polarization rotator. The two beams are then recombined on a beam splitter forming two output beams. One proceeds to a photomultiplier and the resulting interference is measured with a spectrum analyzer. The other beam proceeds to a photodetector and produces the error signal [8] necessary to hold the interferometer at quadrature. The error signal is amplified and filtered in a manner similar to that of Jackson et al. [8] . The output of the feedback circuit is applied to the PZT cylinder as the correction signal.
In this experiment, the two polarizations of the HE,, mode are considered separately. Since the goal is to independently measure the induced phase shift in each polarization, only one optical eigenmode must be excited at a time. This is accomplished by aligning the input polarizer and quarterwave plate such that plane polarized light perpendicular or parallel to the induced principal strains arrives at the beginning of the region of interaction. The compensator is adjusted such that the output beam is plane polarized. With the optical system biased for maximum sensitivity (phase quadrature condition) the output intensity I is I, is the total intensity on the photodetector resulting from the combination of the reference and the sensing fiber; J1 is the first-order Bessel function, wo is the frequency of the ultrasonic wave, ' I) is the homodyne efficiency, and A& is either Apll or Ap,.
The magnitude of the measured phase shift is determined from (8). The results are compared with theoretical calculations in Fig. 3 and the agreement is excellent. It is interesting to note that the magnitudes of the induced phase shifts are equal at ka = 0 and ka E 1.8. Since the induced birefringence is equal to the difference Apll -Apl the inference that the birefringence is also zero at both these points might be made. However, measurements of this birefringence [2] have shown it to be zero only at ka -0 and not at ka -1.8. This apparent discrepancy can be understood in the following manner. At ka = 0 the principal strains are themselves equal, el = e2 (see Fig. 1 ). However, unlike the case of ka = 0 where the induced optical phase shifts are equal in magnitude and are in phase with the acoustic signal at the fiber surface, for ka > 0.5, the phase delay of the optical phase shifts with respect to the incident acoustic field is a complicated function as shown in Fig. 3(b) . This phenomenon can be readily understood since, unlike the case where the fiber strains are uniform, the principal strains e , and e2 are independent functions of ka (see Fig. 1 ). It is the fact that the principal strains are out of phase with the incident acoustic field and with each other (see Fig.  3(b) ) which leads to the relative phase differences between the optical phase shifts and a resulting birefringence even for equal phase shift magnitudes at ka = 1.8. The peak value of the induced optical phase shift occurs at ka % 6 (-35.8 MHz for a fiber with 80-/an 0.d.) and this is due to the optical-fiber half-wavelength resonance (A = 42). Fig. 3 , the phase shifts reported here have been measured over a wide range of frequencies. The response over the entire frequency range is large and varies no more than one order of magnitude. Since the state of the art of packaging optical interferometers for sensing applications is well developed [9], this work demonstrates the potential for a broad-band ultrasonic sensor covering a wide frequency range (0.1-50 MHz). In addition, the magnitude of ultrasonically induced phase shifts in optical fibers have been uniquely determined experimentally and are in excellent agreement with the theoretical model of Flax et al.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS As is evident from
[ 11 .
